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ROBERT MORRIS UNIVERSITY
FACULTY POSITION - ACTUARIAL SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS

The Department of Mathematics at Robert Morris University is soliciting

applications for a faculty position in Actuarial Science and Mathematics.

Candidates should possess or be near completion of a doctorate in actuarial

science, mathematics or statistics, and have teaching and research interests

in Actuarial Science. Ideally, candidates will possess a professional actuarial

qualification, or be well-advanced toward accreditation by the SOA or CAS.

Industry experience, although not required, will be given strong

consideration.

Rank and salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.

The anticipated start date is fall 2011, and the position is dependent upon

final budgetary approval.

Applicants should submit a letter of interest, current CV and a list of three

academic and/or professional references, via e-mail, to: SEMS@rmu.edu,

c/o Dr. Maria Kalevitch, Dean, School of Engineering, Mathematics and

Science.

Robert Morris University is a Center of Actuarial Excellence, as officially

designated by the Society of Actuaries. Ours is an undergraduate program,

consisting of about 90 majors. We are seeking a colleague who is

enthusiastic about teaching and advising students in a "full-service" actuarial

program, capable of instructing in courses covering the preliminary actuarial

exam syllabi, and eager to participate in a variety of ways toward

maintaining overall programmatic excellence. In addition the successful

candidate should have a record of scholarly contributions and be able to

demonstrate the ability to engage in ongoing research and scholarship in the

field of actuarial science.

Robert Morris University (RMU), founded in 1921, is a private university with
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an enrollment of approximately 5,100 undergraduate and graduate students.

RMU offers programs for undergraduate, graduate and doctoral candidates

across its academic schools. The University is located 15 miles from

downtown Pittsburgh on 230 acres of rolling hills, a short drive from the

Pittsburgh International Airport.

It is the policy of Robert Morris University to provide equal opportunity in all

educational programs and activities, admission of students and conditions of

employment for all qualified individuals regardless of race, color, sex,

religion, age, disability, sexual orientation or national origin. Robert Morris

University is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and

Schools.
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